MESSAGE FROM THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN

On behalf of the SFU Library, I’m delighted to welcome you to the 11th Annual Celebration of SFU Authors.

Again this year we celebrate an impressive array of publications representing the full range of academic and creative output at SFU. It’s fascinating to see both the formats and the subject matter of the books on this list each year evolve to reflect the times. The list of works published in 2016 includes topics as yet unimagined when we began this celebration in 2006, and each year we include more electronic-only publications. What remains constant is the reach and range of authors, including faculty, staff, students, alumni and retirees. I am very pleased to congratulate all participants on their 2016 publications.

Gwen Bird
University Librarian & Dean of Libraries

The list comprises of publications by SFU students, staff, alumni and current and retired faculty from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2016.

We regret any discrepancies or omissions.
ZAFAR ADEEL  
Professor, Resource and Environmental Management  

JUAN JOSE ALAVA  
Adjunct Professor, Resource and Environmental Management  

CHERYL AMUNDESEN  
Professor, Education  
ROBERT S. ANDERSON  
Professor, Communication  

HERB AUERBACH 
Instructor, Continuing Studies  

ELLEN BALKA 
Professor, Communication  

ERIC BEAUREGARD  
Professor, Criminology  

SEELOCHAN BEHARRY  
SFU Alum., Chemistry  
KATE BIRD
SFU Alum., The Writer’s Studio

SABINE BITTER
Associate Professor, Contemporary Arts

CATHERINE BLACK
Associate Professor, French

KELSEY BLAIR
Student, English

MARILYN BOWMAN
Professor Emerita, Psychology

SAM BRADD
SFU Alum., Gender, Sexuality and Women’s Studies
KATE BRAID
SFU Alum., Communication

COLIN BROWNE
Professor Emeritus, Contemporary Arts
- Browne, Colin. I had an interesting French artist to see me this summer: Emily Carr and Wolfgang Paalen in British Columbia. Vancouver, BC: Figure 1 Publishing, 2016.

PAUL BUDRA
Professor and Chair, English

SHAWN BULLOCK
Associate Professor, Education


**YARON SIDNEY BUTTERFIELD**

*Student, The Writer’s Studio*


**JOHN PAUL CANAL**

*Senior Lecturer, Chemistry*


**MICHAEL CHARLES**

*SFU Alum.*


**MICHAEL XIAOKE CHEN**

*Senior Lecturer, Physics*

STEPHEN COLLIS
Professor, English

CLAUDIA MARIA CORNWALL
Instructor, The Writer’s Studio

DARA CULHANE
Professor, Anthropology

LEITH DAVIS
Professor, English

MATT DEVOS
Associate Professor, Mathematics

STEVE DiPAOLA
Professor, Interactive Arts and Technology

HENRY DOYLE
Professor, Archaeology
JONATHAN C. DRIVER
Professor, Archaeology

BILL ENGLESON
SFU Alum., English

ANDREW FEENBERG
Professor, Communication

LINDSEY FREEMAN
Assistant Professor, Sociology

PAUL GARFINKEL
Associate Professor, History

ANDREA GEIGER
Associate Professor, History

ANDRÉ GEROLYMATOS
Professor, Hellenic Studies
CAROLE GERSON  
Professor, English  

MOHAMMAD-REZA GHOVANLOO  
Student, Biomedical Physiology and Kinesiology  

YABOME GILPIN-JACKSON  
Adjunct Professor, Business  
ALBAN GOULDEN
SFU Alum., English

GLORIA GUTMAN
Professor Emerita, Gerontology

LEE HANLAN
Senior Lecturer, Chemistry

BRIAN HAYDEN
Emeritus Professor, Archaeology and Resource and Environmental Management

ROSEMARY HENRIKSEN
SFU Alum., Education
ANDY HIRA
Professor, Political Science


MARIANNE B. IGNACE
Professor, Linguistics and First Nations Studies

• Ignace, Marianne B., Ron Ignace, and Nancy Turner. “Re
tmicw te skukwstéls es tuwitentels: Secwepemc Traditional
Ecological Knowledge and Wisdom Now and in the Future.” In
Secwepemc People and Plants: Research Papers in Shuswap
Ethnobotany, edited by Marianne B. Ignace, Nancy J. Turner,
and Sandra Peacock, 432-467. Tacoma, WA: Society of
Ethnobiology, 2016.
• Turner, Nancy, Marianne B. Ignace, and Sandra Peacock.
“Conclusions.” In Secwepemc People and Plants: Research
Papers in Shuswap Ethnobotany, edited by Marianne B.

RAHAT IMRAN
SFU Alum., Communication
• Imran, Rahat. Activist Documentary Film in Pakistan: The
Emergence of a Cinema of Accountability. New York, NY:
Routledge, 2016.

DAL YONG JIN
Associate Professor, Communication
• Jin, Dal Yong. New Korean wave: transnational cultural
power in the age of social media. Chicago, IL: University of
• Jin, Dal Yong. “The Emergence of Asian Mobile Games:
Definitions, Industries, and Trajectories.” In Mobile gaming in
Asia: politics, culture and emerging technologies, edited by
• Jin, Dal Yong and Kyong Yoon. “The Gamification of Mobile
Communication in Seoul, South Korea.” In Mobile gaming in
Asia: politics, culture and emerging technologies, edited
by Dal Yong Jin, 107-122. Dordrecht, Netherlands: Springer,
2016.
• Jin, Dal Yong, ed. Mobile gaming in Asia: politics, culture and
emerging technologies. Dordrecht, Netherlands: Springer,
2016.

VESELIN JUNGIC
Professor, Mathematics
• Archibald, Tom and Veselin Jungic. “Mathematics and First
Nations in Western Canada: From Cultural Destruction to a
Re-Awakening of Mathematical Reflections.” In Mathematical
Cultures, The London Meetings 2012-2014, edited by Brendan

BRENDA (BEE) KAPITAN
SFU Alum., Public Relations

CANDYCE KELSHALL
Adjunct Professor, Criminology

CHRISTINE KIM
Associate Professor, English

LINDA KING
SFU Alum., The Writer’s Studio

ELEE KRALJII
SFU Alum., Writer’s Studio

FIONA TINWEI LAM
Instructor, Continuing Studies

SONJA LARSEN
SFU Alum., Writer’s Studio
EVELYN LAU  
Instructor, Continuing Studies  

SOPHIE LAVIERI  
Senior Lecturer, Chemistry  

KATJA LEE  
Postdoctoral Fellow, English  
- Lee, Katja. "'What an elastic nationality she possesses!'

KELLEY LEE  
Professor, Health Sciences  

RUTH LEENEY
Staff, Biological Sciences

FRÉDÉRIK LESAGE
Assistant Professor, Communication

NATHALIE LOZANO-NEIRA
Student, Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies

ALEXANDRA LYSOVA
Assistant Professor, Criminology

DONALD MACPHERSON
Adjunct Professor, Health Sciences

GEOFF MANN
Associate Professor, Geography
JEN MARCHBANK
Professor, Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies

LILACH MAROM
Sessional Instructor, Education

ROBERT JOHN MARTENS
SFU Alum., English

MICHELLE NILSON
Associate Professor, Education

BONNIE LYNN NISH
SFU Alum., Education

JOHN STEPHEN OAKES
Adjunct Professor, History
SUSAN O’NEILL
Professor, Education

SHAHRAM PAYANDEH
Professor, Engineering Science

DAVID PIMM
Senior Lecturer, Education

GEOFFREY POITRAS
Professor, Business

STUART POYNTZ
Associate Professor, Communication

MEREDITH QUARTERMAIN
Instructor, Continuing Studies
TIMOTHY RAHILLY
Vice-Provost and Associate Vice-President, Students & International

ANIS RAHMAN
Student, Communication

DEANNA REDER
Associate Professor, First Nations Studies and English

STAN ROGAL
SFU Alum.

BETTY A. SCHELLENBERG
Professor, English
**ZURI SCRIVENS**  
*SFU Alum., The Writers Studio*  

**ZENA SHARMAN**  
*SFU Alum., Communication*  

**CYNTHIA SHARP**  
*SFU Alum., The Writer’s Studio*  

**SANDY SHREVE**  
*Staff, English and Gender Sexuality and Women’s Studies*  

**CELESTE SNOWBER**  
*Associate Professor, Education*  

**PAUL MATTHEW ST. PIERRE**  
*Professor, English*  

**MOHAMMAD A TAYEBI**  
*Student, Computing Science*  
Jemma Tosh  
Staff, Health Sciences  

Glennda Watson  
SFU Alum., Psychology and Communication  

John R. Welch  
Professor, Archaeology and Resource and Environmental Management  

Robert Woodbury  
Professor, School of Interactive Arts and Technology  

David Zandvliet  
Associate Professor, Education  

Fan Zhang  
Post-Doctoral Fellow, Education  
SHAGHAYEGH ZIHAEHZADEH
Student, Mechatronic Systems Engineering

JENNIFER ZILM
SFU Alum., The Writer’s Studio

LILLIAN ZIMMERMAN
Research Associate, Gerontology

PETER ZUURBIER
Student, Communication
We would like to thank all the authors listed below for participating in this year’s Celebration of SFU Authors Event.
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